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July 16, 2002 
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Maple Ridge, BC V2X 7X7 
 
ATTENTION: Mr. Don Schmidt, Pres 
 
Dear Mr. Schmidt; 
 
Subsequent to our recent phone conversation, I have researched and reviewed the most 
appropriate actions that should be taken when using the Medallion ozone methodology to 
decontaminate homes having mold infestations. 
 
Lowen & Associates is an Environmental Consulting Firm with considerable experience 
in Indoor Air Quality, Sick Building Syndrome, mold remediation and problems arising 
out of poor air quality in homes and commercial buildings. Our clients have included all 
levels of Government departments, public & private companies and homeowners. 
 
When properly used, ozone has proven to be very effective in destroying living organisms that contaminate 
air, water and buildings.  Past problems involving the use of ozone were mainly due to improper use by 
unknowledgeable and untrained people. Medallion has addressed this concern by having the use and 
application of the ozone under the control of a trained and qualified operator. 
 
The concern is expressed is that while ozone application under controlled conditions has 
been proven to kill mold infestations; the remaining dead mold organisms and their 
particles could still possibly pose a health concern.  
 
Studies that we have done for your company to date have proven the capability of the 
Medallion ozone methodology to effectively kill mold in buildings. 
 
In our opinion, the killing of active mold is only one facet of mold remediation.  Most 
molds also produce toxic metabolites called “Mycotoxins”. These toxins are believed to 
be mainly found in the spores. The spores do not have to be “Viable” (live) to contain 
these toxins. Mycotoxins in significant quantities can represent a health concern.  
However, they are non-volatile and inhalation exposure would usually only occur after 
disturbance of a contaminated source. 
 
Most fungi (mold) also produce antigenic proteins that can cause allergic reactions in 
allergy sensitive individuals. These antigenic proteins are present in the cell particles of 
the mold including conidia and spores. Dead mold particles would therefore also be a 
potential source of allergic reactions. 



 
We would recommend that after ozone decontamination of a mold-contaminated 
building; that an additional procedure be taken to further improve the remediation 
process. 
 
This step would consist of a thorough cleanup of the affected area using a HEPA (High 
Efficiency Particulate Air) filtration Vacuum. It is important to use these types of 
vacuums as they are designed to pick up and hold very small particles. Using a less 
efficient vacuum will pick up the potentially hazardous dead mold particles and disperse 
them through the air creating a more serious situation. Good quality HEPA filter vacuums 
are available from many good sources. 
 
In conclusion, it is our opinion that the best practice we could recommend at this time for 
the decontamination of a mold contaminated building would be the application of ozone, 
generated by Air Testing and Design equipment, by a trained and qualified Medallion 
operator to kill the mold, followed by a thorough cleanup of the premises using a HEPA 
filter Vacuum to pick up any potentially hazardous dead mold particles. We feel that this 
would address the concerns expressed and would meet current health and safety 
requirements.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
  
Marshall L. Lowen 
Senior Consultant 
 


